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Abstract: In the paper, we considered the existence and uniqueness of 
the global solution in the space of continuously differentiable functions 
for nonlinear differential equation with the Caputo fractional derivative of 
general form. Here we considered the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of initial value problem: 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years there have been considerable interests in the theory and 
applications of fractional differential equations ([1, 5, 6, 7]). Indeed, it is well 
known that fractional derivative is excellent tool for description of memory and 
heredity effects. (See [7].) Many authors studied linear fractional equations and 
good described material on them are found in [1, 5, 6].    
On the other hand, recent studies on fractional calculus are focused on 
nonlinear equations. (See [2, 3, 4, 7].)   
In [2] , the authors considered the existence and uniqueness of the local 
solution to fractional differential equations with the Riemann-Liouville 
fractional derivative to in the case of monomial. In [3], the authors considered 
the existence and uniqueness of the global solution to the fractional differential 
equations with the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of general form in 
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the space of summable functions. 
In [4, 5] the authors considered the existence and uniqueness of the global 
solution to the nonlinear differential equations with the Caputo fractional 
derivative in the case of monomial. 
In this paper, we consider the existence and uniqueness of the global 
solution to the nonlinear fractional differential equations with the Caputo 
fractional derivative in the space of continuously differentiable functions.  
 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition1.
[1, 5]  Let’s denote by ),0( ),,(  RR .  Let 
)( ],[  baba  and }1,,1,0{0  nNm  .  
We denote by )(mC  the space of functions f  which are m  times 
continuously differentiable on   with norm  
0
0
)(
0
)(   ,max Nmfff
m
k x
k
C
m
k
k
Cm
 
 
. 
In particular, )()( 0  CC  is the space of continuous functions f  on   
with the norm  
)(max k
C
ff  . 
],[ baC  of such functions f  that  ],0[)(
1, TCty n   and f  itself is 
defined on ],( ba  and define the norm of this space as follows:  
],[],[   ,)()( 0 baCbaCxfaxf
CC
 

. 
For Nn  we denote by ],[ baC n  the space of functions f  which are 
1n times continuously differentiable on  ],[ ba  and have the derivative 
)()( xf n  such that ],[)()( baCxf n  . We define the norm of this space as 
follows: 
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And we denote as follows: 
].,[],[  0 baCbaC    
Definition 2. 
[1, 5]  Let 10 ],.0[,     TCfR . The fractional 
integrals fI0  of order )0(  of function f  in the means of 
Riemann-Liouville are defined by  


 dfttfI
t


 


0
1
0 )()(
)(
1
)( , 0t . 
In particular, we denote by  
)()(0 tftfI  . 
Definition 3.
[1, 5]  Let  Nn , ,1 nn    and 10  . When 
],0[ TCfI nn 
  , the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives fDa

  of order 
)0(    R  are defined by  
),()( 00 tfIDtfD
nn  
    
where  
n
n
n
dt
d
D  . 
Definition 4.
[5]
 When Nn , nn  1 , the Caputo fractional 
derivatives fDc 0  of order )0(   of function f  are defined by  



 
1
0
)(
00 )
!
)0(
)(()(
n
k
k
k
c t
k
f
tfDtfD  . 
Lemma 1.
[5] (Banach fixed point theorem)  Let ),( dU  be a nonempty 
complete metric space, let 10  , and let U U: T  be the map such 
that for every Uvu , the relation  
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),(),( vudTvTud  , 10   
holds. Then, the operator T  has a unique fixed point Uu * . Furthermore, 
if )( NKT K   is the sequence of operators defined by  
,1 TT  and 1 KK TTT , })1{\( NK  , 
then for any Uu 0 , the sequence 

10}{ k
K uT  converges to the above fixed 
point 
*u . 
 
Lemma 2 .
[5]
  Let 0 , 10  n  and ],0[ TCf  . then holds: 
,0)(lim 

tfI
t
  ],0[)( TCtfI  . 
3. Main Theorems 
Let’s consider the following nonlinear fractional differential equations with the 
Caputo fractional derivative: 
))(),(,()( 000
1 tyDtyDtftyD mccc

   .              (1) 
where   
,, Rh  mh ,,1  and 0,0 1  m  . 
Let’s hnn,  is natural number such that ,1 nn    hhh nn  1 , 
mh ,1 . And initial condition to the equation (1) is followings: 
RbtyD jt
j  0|)(  , 1,,1,0  nj  .               (2) 
Volterra integral equations corresponding to the initial value problem (1) , (2)  
is as follows:  
))(,),(,()()( 000
1
0
1
1 tyDtyDtfItbty mcc
n
j
jj




           (3) 
If Nn , then the equation (1) is as follows: 
   ))(,),(,( 00
)( 1 tyDtyDtfy mccn

   .              (4) 
The integral equation corresponding to the initial value problem (4) and (2) is as 
follows: 
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  ))(,),(,()()( 000
1
0
1
1 tyDtyDtfItbty mccn
n
j
jj




            (5) 
Theorem 1. Let’s 0 . 
① Let Nn  and RRTf m ],0[:  be a function such that 
],0[),( TCytf   for any m Ry .  Then ],0[)( TCty n  satisfies the relations 
(4) and (2) if and only if ],0[)( TCty n  satisfies the integral equation (5). 
② Let Nnn 1, , ,1 nn    1nn  , 10  n  and 
RTf  mR],0[:  be a function such that ],0[),( TCytf  for any
m Ry . 
Then ],0[)( 1 TCty n  satisfies the relations (1) and (2) if and only if 
],0[)( 1 TCty n  satisfies the integral equation (3). 
Proof.  We skip the proof of ① and prove the necessity of ②. 
Let ],0[)( TCty n  satisfy the initial value problem (1) and (2). 
According to definition of  Caputo and Riemann-Liouville  fractional 
derivative 








 
1
0
10
1
0
100 ))()0()(())()0()(()(
n
j
j
jnn
n
j
j
jc tyDtyIDtyDtyDtyD 
holds. By (1) and the condition on f , we have ],0[)(0 TCtyD
c

   and hence  
],0[)()0()(
1
0
10 TCtyDtyID
n
j
j
jnn

 













 . 
Hence, by the definition of ],0[ TCn , we have 
],0[))()0()((
1
0
10 TCtyDtyI
n
j
j
jn

 




 . 
Clearly ],0[],0[ TACTC nn   and if we let 




1
0
1 )()0()(:)(
n
j
j
j tyDtytg , 
then  
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],0[)()( 0 TACtgItg
nn
n 



 . 
By (2.1.33) of [5], the following holds: 
 


  ))()0()([)( 1
1
0
0000 tyDtyDItyDI j
n
j
jc   








n
k
k
kn
n t
k
g
tgtgDI
1
)(
00
)1(
)0(
)()( 

 
Then the following holds: 
    ))(*()()0())(*())(*()( tDgtgtDgtgDtDg nnnnn    , 
because ))(*()()( 0 tgtgItg n
n
n 

 

   and 0)0( g . 
On the other hand, 



1
1
)()0()()(
n
j
j
j tyDtDytDg  and hence we get 







1
1
1
)(
0 ]
)!1(
)0(
)([)(
n
j
j
j
n
n t
j
y
tDyItDg  . 
By the same method we have  
)())(*()( 0 tgDItgDtgD
knn
n
kn
n
kn 



    







1 )(
0 ]
)!(
)0(
)([
n
knj
knj
j
knn t
knj
y
tyDI   







1 )(
0 ]
)!(
)0(
)([
n
knj
knj
j
knn t
knj
y
tyDI  . 
Let  






1 )(
)!(
)0(
)(:)(
n
knj
knj
i
kn t
knj
y
tyDtH . 
Then )(tH  is continuous function and 0n  and by lemma 2, we have 
0)0(0 

 HI
n 
. 
Therefore,  
0)()()0( 000
)(  



 t
n
tn
knkn
n tHItgDg

 .  (6) 
Apply the operator 

0I  to both sides of equation (1) and consider (6) and (2), 
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then we obtain ))(,),(,()()( 000
1
0
1
1 tyDtyDtfItbty mcc
n
j
jj




   . That is 
],0[)( 1 TCty n  satisfy  the integral equation (3). 
Now we prove the sufficiency. We’ll prove the sufficiency of ②. 
Let ],0[)( 1 TCty n  satisfy the equation (3). That is  
))(),(,()()( 000
1
0
1
1 tyDtyDtfItbty mcc
n
j
jj




   .  (7) 
The right side of (7) is 1n  order differentiable, applying the operator 
kD  to both sides of (7), we have for 1,,1,0  nk   
))(,),(,()()( 000
1
1
1 tyDtyDtfItbtyD mcck
n
kj
kjj
k 





    .    (8) 
Since  
],0[),( TCytf   
for any mcc RyDyDy m   ),,( 00
1   and 01   nk , we 
have 
],0[),,,( 00
1 TCyDyDtfI mcck 
   ,                   (9) 
0),,,(lim 00
0
1 


yDyDtfI mcck
t
   , 1,,1,0  nk  .   (10) 
On the other hand, under consideration of the relation 
     





 
,,0
,1
)( 01
kj
kj
t tkj   ( kj  ) 
and relation (10) we let 0t  on the both sides of (8), then we obtain  
,|)( 0 kt
k btyD    1,,1,0  nk  . 
Hence the )(ty  satisfies relation (8) satisfy the initial condition (2). From (7) 
we have  



 
1
0
0001 ))(),(,()()(
1
n
j
cc
jj tyDtyDtfItbty
m  . 
Take fractional derivative of  order in means of Riemann-Liouville on 
both side of this relation and consider the conditions for f , then we obtained  
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cc
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jj
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
















 
By definition 1.4, the left hand of the above expression is )(0 tyD
c 
  and thus 
))(,),(,()( 000
1 tyDtyDtftyD mccc

   . 
Hence )(],0[1 tyTC n   denoted by (7) satisfies (1). That is )(],0[1 tyTCn   
satisfies the initial value problem (1),(2).(QED) 
 
Theorem 2.  Let T  is arbitrary positive number. 
Let Nn , minnNn iiii ,,1 ,1  ,   . Let RRTf
m ],0[:  
be a function and assume that ],0[),( TCytf   for every mm Ryy ),( ,1  
and f  satisfies the Lipschitzian condition on second variable y . Then there 
exists a unique solution of the initial value problem (4)and (2) in ],0[ TC n . 
 
Theorem 3.  Let T  is arbitrary positive number. Let 
Nnn 1, , ,1 nn    1nn  , 10  n . Let RQTf ],0[:  be a 
function and assume that ],0[),( TCytf   for every 
m
m Ryy ),( ,1  and 
f  satisfies the Lipschitzian condition on second variable y .Then there exists 
a unique solution ],0[)( 1, TCty n  of the initial value problem (1) and (2). 
The proofs of the theorem 2 and 3 can be done by the standard way of 
solving integral equations using Banach fixed point theorem(lemma 1) and here 
we omit them.   
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